
The significant problems we face cannot be solved at the
same level of thinking we were at when we created them.

Albert Einstein

Vernon is not your average Forest Service district. On the surface it appears much the
same as any other district, but look a little deeper and a unique management style
emerges—one which has attracted attention at a provincial, national, and even
international level.

Since the late 1980s, much of this
attention has been focused on the
operations of the Small Business Forest
Enterprise Program (SBFEP). For
example, in the autumn of 1994, the
Vernon district was contacted by three
different environmental organizations
wanting to certify wood from their
SBFEP operations. Currently, Greenpeace
is developing a certification system, based
on their world-wide standards, in an effort
to recognize ecologically-sustainable forest
practices such as those conducted under
the district’s Small Business Program.

As public concern about clearcutting has
gained momentum over the last 10 years,
the Vernon district staff have been quietly
experimenting and shifting their emphasis
from clearcutting to systems that employ a
degree of partial cutting.The Small
Business Program now harvests almost
all1 of its annual cut of 165,000 m3 using
partial-cutting techniques.The district
staff credit Rick Smith, timber resource
officer, as being the catalyst behind many
of the new practices that have drawn so
much attention.
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1 68% of their area (50% of the volume) is harvested using single-tree selection, group or strip
selection, and shelterwood systems, while the remaining 32% utilizes seed tree systems and clearcut
systems with reserves.

Many groups and individuals have toured the Vernon
SBFEP operations.
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Rick likes to point out that his perspective was not
always so broad.“I came here from a northern
district in 1981, and immediately found myself in the
middle of a major spruce beetle epidemic and the
initial stages of a mountain pine beetle attack.”
Drawing on his experience in the north, Rick’s
reaction was to “put logical block boundaries around
it and clearcut it.”

TIME FOR A CHANGE

District field staff, experienced with partial cutting in
dry-belt Douglas-fir and old intermediate utilization
(IU) stands, quickly began to question Rick’s large-
scale clearcutting solution. Rick initially dismissed
their concerns, confident his approach was the only
way to deal with these “decadent susceptible stands.”
However, as the extensive clearcutting progressed,
Rick began to think that maybe his staff were
right—perhaps it was time for a new approach.

In 1983, the Vernon district embarked on a program
to minimize additional clearcutting in the vast
lodgepole pine stands on the Aberdeen Plateau.
Using a strategy that include commercial thinning,
small clearcuts, reserves of non-pine species, and
establishment of mixed-species stands, the district
succeeded at slowing the progress of the beetle,
without resorting to extensive clearcutting.

Rick credits much of the success of the pine strategy
to his experienced staff and the use of direct timber
sales to small experienced salvage loggers.“We got
plenty of static from the region and Victoria over the

years about the direct salvage sales,” Rick says.
“At one point we were logging 100,000 m3

per year under this program.” In spite of the
opposition, timber staff, supported by the
district manager, fought to maintain the
program on the basis of good forest
management.As a result, the ministry is now
changing its salvage policies.

While the district was initiating its pine
management strategy, Rick Smith started
gathering more information about partial
cutting and sharing it with his staff.
Experimentation on the ground was
encouraged.“The whole thing started to
snowball,” Rick recalls.“The more we read,
the more things we wanted to try, and the
more things we tried, the more we learned,
increasing our interest even further.” By 1985
Rick was looking for a forester to run his

Small Business Program—someone with 
experience in partial cutting, who would
complement the growing emphasis on total
ecosystem management. One person emerged as an
obvious choice—Jim Smith.

The progress of a bark beetle infestation was slowed using commercial
thinning, and other alternatives to clearcutting.

A shelterwood system at Currie Ridge.
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Jim Smith, no relation to Rick, was introduced to
partial cutting in the late 1960s as a timber
management forester for Washington State.
Working in uneven-aged ponderosa pine stands,
Jim was trained to “cut the worst and leave the
best.” During the 1970s Jim worked in northern
B.C. and Saskatchewan, eventually becoming so
disillusioned with forestry that he moved to
Creston to build log homes. In the early 80s Jim
returned to forestry and began working with the
B.C. Forest Service in Creston where he became
involved with a joint Canadian/American effort to
maintain the dwindling Selkirk Caribou herd using
partial-cutting techniques. By the time he came to
Vernon, Jim had the perspective and expertise that
Rick Smith was looking for.

A PRESCRIPTION FOR EVERY ISSUE

Using the Small Business Program, Rick, Jim,
and their staff have developed a multitude of
prescriptions to deal with complex resource issues.
Seed tree and shelterwood systems have been used in
the district for many years, but the Small Business
Program has significantly increased the use of these
systems, particularly in the Interior Cedar–Hemlock
(ICH) zone. Seed tree and shelterwood systems in
this zone are now much more sophisticated than in
the past, reserving some of the overstorey for wildlife
tree or visual purposes, incorporating small
connective corridors called Forest Ecosystem Networks
(FENs), and including targets for coarse woody debris.

Partial cutting has also been used in the district’s dry
Interior Douglas-fir (IDF) forests for many years.
Most of these forests were originally cut using high-
grading methods, and have subsequently been

protected from the frequent light surface fires
common in pre-settlement times.As a result, these
stands developed multiple age classes, high densities,
and low tree quality.

At Station Road, near Westwold, the Vernon Small
Business Program is now approaching these multi-
aged stands with well-defined goals for stand
structure before each harvesting entry. Computer
models, aided by extensive cruise data help to set the
parameters. Uneven-aged management with single-
tree selection in such stands provides continuous
forest cover with benefits for wildlife and aesthetics.
Such management may also better fit with the
natural regeneration and stand structure patterns
found in these very dry forests.

On Vernon Hill, above the city of Vernon, another
variation of uneven-aged management is being used.
By harvesting in 45 very small openings 
(0.2–0.25 ha), close to 200 truckloads of timber were
removed. Only from the air is the full extent of this
logging apparent, and even then aerial photographs
of this area have received public praise.

When the Small Business Program decided to
log along the Zed Road, directly facing the
Cherryville Valley, they knew they had a challenge.
Valley residents are keenly interested in forest
management issues and there is a strong movement
against clearcutting. Pre-harvest data collection
revealed an even greater challenge. In addition to a
high visual sensitivity and a winter range designation,
scattered through the forest floor were fungal
mycelium associated with two different tree root

The strip selection system facing Cherryville Valley.

Example of windthrow at Edwin Lake.
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pathogens—Armillaria ostoyae and Phellinus weirii.The
pathogens were basically dormant, affecting very few
trees in the stand.Yet the district knew that fresh
stumps would provide an inoculum source that could
encourage an explosion of fungal activity.

Using input from numerous specialists and working
closely with valley residents, the SBFEP utilized a
strip selection system, harvesting 20 percent of the
area at each entry, with a cutting cycle of 20–25
years. By harvesting 18 strips, each only 15–20 m
wide, the stand appears virtually unlogged from the
valley. Some modifications were made to the layout
of the strips to meet wildlife objectives, and stump
extraction was conducted to address the root
disease threat.

MEETING THE CHALLENGES

Partial-cutting systems can complicate management
considerably.Windthrow, for example, has been used
as an excuse to avoid partial cutting for decades.The
Vernon district realizes that windthrow in partial cuts
cannot be ignored if they are to avoid the associated
insect infestations and economic losses.Their
approach has been to try to understand wind hazard
and risk, and to anticipate windthrow in areas under
management. Since windthrow will always be a
reality with partial cutting, the district relies on
its well-seasoned contingent of small salvage loggers
to efficiently locate and recover patches
of blowdown.

The new practices employed in the Small Business
Program were not always popular, even among
Vernon district staff. Jerry Wearing, resource officer
silviculture, admits that “silviculture has not been a
driver for more partial cutting in the Vernon district.”
Brian Bedard, small business planner, suggests that
there have been many disagreements with silviculture
and protection, but Jim Smith adds that by working
closely with silviculture and protection, they have
managed to overcome most of the resistance. Glen
Waneck, a small business technician, sees the internal
debate as a healthy one, forcing the SBFEP staff to
think their prescriptions through clearly.

ATTENTION TO DETAILS

In spite of some internal differences, most staff
involved in the Small Business Program credit their
program structure for part of their success. Glen
Waneck explains that “thorough reconnaissance and
data collection at the pre-harvest phase is a focus of

our program.”Although consultants are used to
gather pre-harvest data, make recommendations, and
layout cutblocks, the district staff retain the final word
on prescription content, and they maintain a strong
presence in the field. Jim and his technicians walk
every block with representatives from all stakeholders
before a final prescription is developed.A similar field
review is used with licensee cutting permits.The
SBFEP team also spend considerable time with the
loggers—supervising and learning.

Jim and his SBFEP staff give considerable credit for
their success to the high-quality consultants that
work for them on a regular basis. Jim developed a
system for awarding contracts which considers
previous work experience and the ability to do
specified job functions. Using a combination of day-
rate and multi-year contracts, the SBFEP in Vernon
maintains a relationship with their contracting
community that recognizes and rewards high-
quality work.

While many districts in the province find themselves
managing scattered small patches and side-drainages,
Vernon has formally negotiated several operating
areas which are centred around large, major drainage
systems.This approach has numerous planning and
operational advantages. Some of these operating
areas, such as Coldstream Creek and Currie Creek,
were sought out by the district because of their
multiple resource challenges. In these areas, the Forest
Service has worked hard to gain public trust. Barry
Cox, operations manager, suggests that for some time
Vernon has viewed itself as a “land management
agency which is not just interested in maximizing
one resource.”

Vernon district works closely with area contractors.
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ORGANIZING FOR SUCCESS

Like other opportunities for change, the Vernon
SBFEP is using the recent Forest Service
reorganization to their advantage.They lobbied hard
to abandon the assembly-line approach to forest
management, where the Small Business Program
hands off the responsibility for cutblocks to the
Silviculture Program after the harvesting phase.As a
result, small business staff in Vernon will now follow
each cutblock through all management phases.This
will expand the SBFEP to nine full-time staff,
including several dedicated silviculture technicians
and a planner. Staff will be divided into several
working teams, one for each operating area, providing
the opportunity to develop a rapport with a distinct
land unit.

Beyond administrative infrastructure, several
management principles emerge from the Vernon
Small Business Program which are perhaps key
ingredients in the successful approach. Jim Smith
suggests that the first important principle is to “have
fun.” People who are learning new things, and doing
interesting work tend to have fun.

A second principle that emerges in Vernon is the
importance of “getting back to the land.” Most
foresters went into forestry with a passion for nature.
And yet, this passion is often diverted by plans,
budgets, meetings, guidelines, regulations, paperwork,
and other bureaucratic red tape.“Unless we maintain
our ties to the land, we quickly lose our powers of
observation,” comments Jim Smith,“and we become
callous to the forest.”

Jim believes that if foresters sharpen their ability to
read nature they will improve their success, while
managing in a more ecologically-sound manner. Jim’s
goal is to ensure that his expanded staff have time to
re-connect with the land.

MANAGING FOR SUCCESS

Of course, innovation and leadership come with a
price—the risk of failure.The Vernon district staff
view mistakes as a necessary part of the learning
process, and have been quick to adjust many of their
approaches and methods based on past experience.
Rick Smith points out,“We allowed people to make
mistakes and learn from them with clearcuts.Why
not let them make mistakes and learn from partial
cuts?”

An environment where experimentation and change
is nurtured, and people are encouraged to take risks,
requires support from the top. Brian Bedard notes
that,“Upper management in the Vernon district have
been very supportive.They have confidence in their
staff and they are very open to new ideas.” Glen
Waneck observes that,“The district manager (Ken
Belik) is willing to take chances—he likes to be on
the leading edge.” Operations manager Barry Cox
explains,“We have complete confidence in our field
staff.We give them support where they need it and
mostly just try to make their jobs easier.”

The benefits to this management approach go
beyond the Small Business Program.Vernon district
inventory staff pioneered new computerized
Geographic Information Systems (GIS) in the
ministry; the silviculture program has virtually
eliminated their backlog NSR, spearheading an
integrated approach to brushing in the southern
interior using sheep and other methods of control;
and the protection program is recognized for its
excellent record in fire suppression and fire readiness.
In addition, Rick Smith feels that the local major
licensees and woodlot holders “adopted innovativeThe importance of “getting back to the land” is a

principle that is encouraged in the Vernon forest district.
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harvesting and partial-cutting techniques
much more quickly than licensees in other
parts of B.C. with similar operating areas.”

The Vernon district, with its experienced,
knowledgeable staff may be an example that
is difficult to emulate in the more isolated
areas of the province where staff turnover is
higher.The trust which flows from the
managers, through the staff, right down to the
consultants and loggers, provides powerful
positive feedback.This promotes proactive
innovation, encourages teamwork, and
provides a satisfying working environment.
Indeed, more than one of the Vernon district
staff have been offered higher-paying jobs
elsewhere, but have declined to leave.

When you talk with Jim or Rick, you sense
that their world is unfolding according to plan.
This may surprise other foresters, who, in spite
of attempts to innovate, continue to be frustrated
with the unrestrained pace of change around
them.The difference may be a vision based on
proactive leadership.

Spend a day with Jim Smith and this vision becomes
apparent.“The Forest Service has an incredible
opportunity with the Small Business Program,” says
Jim.“We have the funding.We have the mandate.We
have the land base. I think problems in the Small
Business Program develop when people don’t buy into
a more holistic vision of the forest—they become too
focused on the paperwork and getting the wood out.”
This reflects a philosophy initiated by Rick Smith and
others in the 1980s—a holistic vision of forest
management which is now embraced by all those
involved in the Vernon Small Business Program.

We are entering an era where the Forest Practices
Code will expand legal requirements, changing the
role of the Forest Service, which in the past has been
primarily to expedite policy. Rick Smith, who served
as the technical subcommittee chairman for the
development of the Forest Practices Code, sees the
Code not necessarily as a restraining device, but also
as an enabling device. Rick explains that,“flexibility
is built into the Code to do the right thing on the
ground and support innovation and stewardship.”

It may serve us well to remember Rick’s words as we
work with the new Code, and remember too that
principled leadership, with a clear vision of
management based on innovation and stewardship, may
be the secret to survival in these challenging times.

This edition of was written by Ken Zielke and Peter Bradford:

For more information contact:
Silviculture Practices Branch
B.C. Ministry of Forests
31 Bastion Square
Victoria, B.C.  V8W 3E7
Phone: 387-1191   Fax: 387-1467
e-mail: pbradfor@mfor01.for.gov.bc.ca

A variety of harvesting methods are being used in the district.


